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In

recent years it has become fashionable to
argue for a tax on financial transactions in

order to reduce the volatility of financial
markets. In lhe USA, however, the volatility

of

rmiversal financial

to

the New York and Ameican Stock
Exchanges has declined, relative to that of the

expensive'. Indeed, after the collapse of the
Wall Street stock market in the 1930s, Keynes

over-the-counter markeL since the reduction
in commissions. We argue here that what one
acpects from putting 'sand in the wheels' of

financial activity depends upon how

for a

transactions tax as a socially desirable policy.
Keynes (1936, p.159) did argue that
speculation can have adverse effects on real
economic outcomes. Kelmes suggested that
public access to fmancial markets should be,
like access
casinos, 'inaccessible and

(1936, p. 160) suggested that the 'introduction
of a substantial Goverrunent transfer tax on all
transactions might prove the most serviceable

one

acplains the erdstmce of speculative activiA
and that this depends upon whether or not
one accepts the ergodic pinciple. We also
argue that it is bdndwagon effects and not
white noise variance that causes problems in

reform available, with a view to mitigating
the dominance of speculation over enterprise
in the United States'.
A iecent study by Jones and Seguin (1997)
(hereafter J-S), however, appears to conflict
with this 'Keynesian' claim that hansaction
taxes reduce volatility. J-S note tbat on May
l, 1975 fixed commissions on the New York
Stock Exchange (NYSE) and Arnerican Stock
Exchange (AMEX) were uniformly changed
(lowered') to negotiated commissions, while
the comrnission sfucture on all over-the
counter (OTC) hansactions in the Uniied
States were unchanged. Using daily data for

fi.nancial markets and that the solution for this
must involve the creation of a market maker
prepared to 'lean into the wind' when markets
show signs of departing from fundamentals.
1. Introdaction
New Keynesians Joseph Stiglitz (1989) and
Lawrence Summers (Summers and Summers
1989), following the lead of Old Keynesian
James Tobin (1974, 1995), have argued that
an ad valorem tax on financial market
bansactions is socially desirable in that it will
reduce the observed volatility in our 'superefficient financial rnarkets'. All of these
Keynesians claim that Keynes initialed the

one year before and one year after the change

in commission basis, J-S (1997) examined
daily volatility in frve sample portfolios sorted
by size3. A total of 1872 secudties haded on
NYSE and AMEX and the OTC were studied

where the OTC portfolios were used as
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'control sample' (J-S, 1997, p. 729). J-S
calculated cross sectional mean market values
for each portfolio and daily retum standard

Samuelson's ergodic edict, Lucas and Sargent
(1981, pp. xixvi) made the ergodic axiom not
only a necessary and sufficient condition for
forming rational expectations but also a
necessity for developing economics as an

deviations (their measure of volatility). J-S
(1997 , p. 729) concluded that their 'empirical

empirically based sciences. In an ergodic
system, estimates of today's objective
probabilities calculatedfrom an observed data
set provide (staiistically) reliable information
about the conditional probability function that
will govem future outcomes. The ergodic
axiom is a necessary foundation for efficient
market theorists to claim that (1) there exist

evidence uniformly reject the hypothesis that

the abolition

of lhigherl fixed

increases volatility...we

commissions

find a reduction in

transactions costs is associated with a decline

in ...volatility".
We may ask 'how can such €minent
theorists as Old Keynesian Nobel I-aureate
Tobin, as well as- New Keynesians potentiat
Nobel Laureates Stiglitz and Summers, and
even the old, original Kelmesian, J M Kel'nes,

real 'market fundamentals' that are immutable
in the sense that they can not be changed by

apparently, be so wrong?' To comprehend the

human action and (2) these firndamentals

apparent difference between J-S's empirical
results and the Keynesian claims we must

determine either the conditional probabilities
of future outcomes6 (or a menu of all possible
states of the world and oossibl€

inquire into how economists explain the
existence of speculative activity on financial
markets. We will see that one's explanation of
the existence of speculative activity depends
on the axiom invoked to explain how agents
make decisions involving outcomes that will
occur in the future. One obtains significantly

contingencies).
3. Stiglita speculaton, and efficient markets

ln

effrcient market theory, agents gather
information about firndamentals to calculate
statistically reliable condifional probabilities
regarding the future. Accordingly, the fuhrre
is merely the statistical shadow of the past. If

different explanations regarding the effects of
speculation and the efficiency of financial
markets depending on whether one accepts or
rejects the ergodic axiom.

gathering this information is very costly, then
there can be private rehjm incentives for each
agent
outrace others
calculate an
actuarially reliable tuture. StigliE (1989, p.
103) states that beating the market 'affects
how the pie is divided, but does not aflect the
size of the pie', since the size is determined
by 'real' immutable parameters, the so-called
'fundamentals'. Future real retums of the

to

2. Ergodicity and efftcient ma*ets
Efficient maxket theory claims that agents
analyze past and present market data (i.e.,
price signals that are presumed to provide
'information' about fuhrre events) in forming
rational expectations as a basis for making

If agents take
actions based on these rational expectations,
then markets are efficient in that the resulting

undedying real assets are the inevitable
outcom€s pre-determined by today's
fundamentals and unalterable by human
activity. Of course, this information will
inevitably reveal itself (at least in the long
run) in determining the secular trend of
financial market prices. By asserting that
'production, in every state of nature, in every

utility maximizing decisions.

spot and forward price vector results

in

to

a

welfare optimum.
Samuelson (1969, p. 184) has made the
acceptance of the ergodic axiom the size qza
;raz of economics as a science. Followinq
-2-
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contmgency is precisely what it would have
been had the information not been available',

noise traders ultimately return the market to
its fundamental value. The 'mistaken beliefof
all speculators' that they can do better than
the market by ignoring the fundamentals is

Stiglitz (1989, p.103) is implicitly arguing
that the fuhre is immutably determined by
fundamentals. Stiglitz's efficient financial

Stiglitz's (1989, p.106) explanation of the

markets model is therefore firmly anchored on
the ergodic axiom.
All Old and New Keynesians as well as all

horrendous speculative volatility that we
observe in our world. Since 'the tumover tax
primarily affects the short-term [noise trader]
speculator' (Stiglitz, 1989, p. 105) who is the
creator of excessive volatility, a tax on such
foolish speculators will save them from their

Classical economists accept the efficient

as the applicable
description of financial markets and therefore
are invoking the ergodic axiom. One logically
inevitable conclusion of the efficient market
hypothesis is that, as Stiglitz (1989, pp. 1023) staies, the most 'important social function'
of financial markets is to corec@ allocate
capital among industries in accordance with
market hypothesis

oum folly and save resources for society and

is consequently socially desuable.
How can Stiglitz explain the centuriesJong
persistence of speculation observed in real

world financial markets if the latter are
efficient at weeding out those who make
persistent errors? After all, for volatility to

reliable infonnation about fuh_re rates of
rehrm determined by fundamentals?.
Stiglitz (1989, pp. 105-7) claims that a

persist Stiglitz's analysis requires a permanent
stream of short-term traders who 'are betting
that they can do better than the market...based

small transactions tax has a shong deterrent
effect primanly on short-term speculatorss.
The tax will not be a deterrent to long-term

asset holders

who are rationale

on the mistaken belief that (all!) speculators
can do bett€r than the average',o (Stiglitz,

market

1989,

In

pafticipants and who 'base their trading on
fundamentals...and are willing to wait a long
time to realize a reh.rm' (Stiglitz, 1989, p.
105). Rational market participants therefore
do not change their already optimal behavior
if a transaction tax is imposed.

In

Siiglitz's model, short-term

argument, Stiglitz has comered himself into a
logical inconsistency that requires him to use

a contradiction !o try,to extricate himself.
Implicit in Stiglitz's rnodel is that there is
something strange and different about
financial markets vis-a-vis product markets.
Stiglitz (1989, p,102) accepts the argument

traders

consist of essenlially two groups: 'The noise

faders and those who live off them' (Stiglitz,

that the imposition of a transaction tax in any
product market will dritort the Pareto-effrcient
price stfuchre. StigliE argues that a simrlar

p. 106). Observed volatile asset price
movements away from fundamentals1989,

tax in the furancial markets, however, does
'
not have such a deleierious propensity but
rather 'such a tax may be beneficial' (Stiglitz,
1989, p. 102). Since short-run speculation
trading is athibuted primaxily to the action of
fools ( noise traders), they interfere with the

determined values are attributed primarily to

the existence

of

p. 106).
developing his noise trader-as-fool

'noise traders', i.e., the

speculators who ,r, istakenlybelieve they know
how the stock market works and thercfore do

not have to acquire the correct information
regarding future outcomes from the
fi.rndamentals (Stiglitz, 1989, p. 105). Those
rational baders who feed on these foolish

efficient capital allocation function of
financial markets. The tax, by making it
-3-
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pervasive' by appealing to the facts that this
ubiquitous, persistent irrationality exists even
among Stiglitz's brightest econorucs
studentsra. If students at our most prestigious
universities are such irrational dolts. then what
can one expect of the average financial market
participant bereft of exposure to any efficient
market analysis?
Stiglitz either does not realize, ot else he
ignores the idea, that if centuriesJong
'pervasive irrationality' is necessary for his

more costly for fools (as well as for all other
mortals") to engage in short-run financial

market activity therefore improves the
effrciency of furancial markets.
If financial markets are efficient and
immutable market fundamentals are the
determinants of the futur€ retums, then those
irational agents who make persistent errors
will eitherbecome extinct via some Darwinian

will survive only
leaming how not to make persistent
mistakesr2. Nevertheless, the pragmatist
Stiglitz recognizes that after several centuries
of significant volume of daily tades on
financial markets - and daily trading volume
has increased dramatically in the last two
decades - speculation continues to exist and
even increase. But how can persistently
mistaken'noise traders' continue to exist in
an efficient market system where rational
traders can feed off these fools?
To resolve this dilemma of the centuries old
existence of speculation in fuuncial markets,
Stiglitz appeals to authority - the ultimaie free
market authority and successful circus
impresario - P T Bamum. Stiglitz (1989, p.
106) misquotes Bamum's dictum 'There's a
sucker bom every minu0e"' as 'There is a
fool bom every moment' and even incorrectly
attributes this homily to one G T Bamum.
Nevertheless, Stiglitz's appeal to Bamum's
authority implies that society continues to
produce, even in the long run, fools who
irrationally believe they can beat the market.
Faced with the contradiction between the
implications of the eflicient market hypothesis
where those who make persistent etrors ale
eradicated and his athibution of volatile
economic process, or they

by

explanation of furancial market volatility, then
logical consistency requires him to admit that
irrationality can persist and be pervasive in all
product marketsr5. If Bamum's homily that

there is a sucker bom every minute is a
necessary condition for one's market model,
then one must reject the orthodox argument
that all markets involve efficient Darwinian
processes that, at least in the long run,
eradicate persistent error-making fools. If
Bamum is correct (and he ceriainly
understood the circus market), then orthodox
theory can not claim that laissez-faire rnarkets
will maximize the welfare of the community,

even

in

the long run. Pareto efficiency

becomes a tale on a par with Aesop's fables.
To provide an analysis of speculation and
volatility, Stiglitz is throwing away both the
classical bath water and the classical babyru.

StigliE's problem is that he has confused

the logic of efficient financial

market

behaviour in an ergodic (logical) system with
real world financial market behavior when

agents know they are dealing

with

an

uncertain (nonergodic) futurerT (see below).

4

Sunmers, Tobin, and super-effrcient
marke$
Lawrence Summers and his wife Victona

financial markets to the persistent existence of
foolish market padicipants, Stiglitz has done
the only 'rational' thing that a potential Nobel
prize recipient can do. He ignores this logical
inconsistency. lnstead Stiglitz (1989, p. i06)
buttresses his argument that 'irrationality is

(Summers and Summers (hereafter S-S) 1989)
advocate a financial transaction tax to reduce
financial market volatility (see by S-S, 1989,

p. 216). S-S claim that the 'ultimate social

4-
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functions fof financial markets are] spreading
[probabilistic] risks, guiding the investrnent of

scafce capital,

and

processing

and

disseminating the information possessed by
diverse aaders'. S-S endorse the logic of
efficient market theory when they claim that
real world 'stock prices will always reflect
fundamental values .... The logic of efficient
markets is compelling' (S-S, 1989, p. 166).
Using the same micro-foundations as Stiglitz

to explain financial market volatility,
(1989,

S-S

p. 170) also attribute volatility to

the

of foolish noise traders who are
'hading on the basis of something other than
information about fundamental values'.
Exacerbating this impact of fools on market
values, S-S add a 'positive feedback' trading

persistence

strategy (S-S, 1989, p. 171) by rational
traders who know about fundamentals and
therefore know that noise traders are fools.

These positive feedback traders, however, see
their self-interest is to go with the flow. They
trade often in the short-term (using shategies
like stopJoss orders) to insure themselves of
short-term gains rather than surimming against

the tide to make the inevitable long-run
arbitrage profit resulting when spot prices

financial transaction taxes is Nobel prize
laureate James Tobin (1974). In 1995, for
example, Eichengreen, Tobin, and Wyplosz
(1995, p. 164) (hereafter ETW) forcetully
argued that short-term volatility in foreign
exchange markets due to speculation can have
'real economic consequences devastating for
particular sectors and whole economies'. To

constrain'speculative behaviour... they
[ETW] propose a global transaction tax...to
discourage short-term round tnpping'
(Greenaway, 1995, p. 160) thereby putting
'grains of sand' into the operation of what
they called 'sloper eficient financial markets'
(ETw, 199s, p.164).
5. Keynes,

sp*ulation and liquid linancial

markets
Keynes's (1936, pp. 161-3) explanation of the

of

existence
speculative activity requires
rejecting the restrictive ergodic axiom. Keynes
argued that, at any point of time, the fuhrre is
uncertain in the sense that the actuarial profit
or a reliable mathematically based expectation
of gain calculated in dlcordance with existing
probabilities can not be'obtained from any

existing data

move away from 'fundamental values'.

emphasized

S-S (1989, p. 165) claim that there 'are
strong economic efficiency arguments in
support of some kind of [transactions

the

taxl...that throws "sand into the gears" to use

Tobin's phrase, of our excessive wellfunctioning (super-efficient?) financial

markets. The effrciencybenefits from curbing
speculation are likely to exceed any costs of

reduced liquidity

or

increased costs of

capital.' S-S claim (p. 166) 'Excessive
speculation that increases volatility
create[s] rather than reducels] risk, distort[s]

of investment, and lirnit[s]
inforrnation contents of asset prices'.
the allocation

Finally, perhaps the best known advocate

of

set. In

1937,

Keynes

the

difference between his
'general theory' and classical orthodoxy. In

latter,

'..1 ,:

...fflacts and expectations were assumed to
be given in a definite form; and risks...were
supposed !o be capable of an exact actuarial

computation. The calculus of
probability...was supposed capable of
reducing uncertainty io the same calculable
state as that of certainty itself. . .I accuse the
classical economic theory of being itself
one of these pretty , polite techniques
which tries to deal with the present by
abshacting from the fact that we know very
.

little about the

firture....fa

classical
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economist] has overlooked the precise
nature of the difference which his
abstraction makes between theory and
lpractice, and the character of the fallacies
into which he is likely to be lead (Keynes,

cycle income pattem str€am (e.g., as assumed
in overlapping generation models). Sudden
liquidity needs, to meet uncertain,
unpredictable futule contrachral obligations
when they come due, or cases where issuers

of

financial assets can not meet their
contractual obligation to pay interest or
redeem at maturity date, have no role to play
in efficient market theory.
If, however, agents in one's model believe
their world is uncertain (nonergodic) as
Keynes and later Hicks (1977, p. vii) claim,
then decision makers 'know' that what others
call today's 'lhndamentals' do not provide a
statistically reliable guide to the future. In
such a world, protecting the value of one's
liquid portfolio against unforeseen and
unforeseeable changes in financial market
values becomes an important economrc
activity. Accordingly, portfolio fimd managers
must, in an instant, conjecture how other
market players will interpret a news event
occurring anywhere in the world.
In a nonergodic system, one is always
uncertain about friture market valuations.
'Now a practical theory of the future [market
valuation is]...based on a flimsy foundation. It
is subject to sudden and violent changes. The
pracfice of calmness and immobility, of

1937, pp.112-s).

In

Keynes's analysis, therefore, even

'fundamentals' exist today and even

set

if

if

a data

permits one to estimate today's
(presumed to exist) objective conditional

probability distribution, such calculations do
not form a reliable base for forecasting the

future. In other words, today's conditional
objective probabilities are not a reliable
actuarial guide to the future.
Keynes's description of uncertainty matches
technically what mathematical statisticians call
a

nonergodic stochastic system. Consequently,
s G ener a I Th e ory, finarrcial markets

in Keynes'

canrot be presumed to be efficient. In a
nonergodic system, one can never expect
whalever data set exists today to provide a
reliable gide to firture outcomes. In such a

world, the pimary function of financial
markets is to provide li4uidity. This liquidity
function involves the ability to buy and resell
assets in a well-organized, orderly market ur

order to obtain the medium of contractual
settlement to meet one's nominal contractual
liabilities when they come due.

certainty and security, suddenly breaks down.

New fears and hopes will, without waming,
take charge of human conduct. The forces of
disillusion may suddenly impose a new
convenfional basis of valuation' (Keynes,
1937, pp. 114-5). In a world of instant
commrmication, any event occurring in the
world can set off rapid changes in subjective
evaluation of the market value of one's
portfolio. Speculation about the psychology of
other market players can result in lemminglike behavior which can become self-

Peter Bemstein (1998) has properly argued

'An effici€nt market is a market

without
maintain one's
liquidity may be imporlant to individuals but
it is not an important social firnction r/
markets are efficienfr8. Logical consistency for
those claiming financial market effrciency
requires the presumption that individual
agents can also plan their fuhrre spending on
goods and services efficiently by buying and
selling financial assets whose mahrity dates
match the individual's life-cycle spending
Dattern stream vis-a-vis the individual's life-

liquidity'. The ability

to

reinforcing

and self-justi$ing. In

nonergodic system,

if

the same 'incorrect' expectations (to
-6-
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Stiglitz's phrase), the result can be that these
faulty expectations actually create future
outcomes (cf. Arestis and Sawyer, 1998, pp.
188-9). The frst 'inational' lemmings to hit
the ocean of liquidity may not drown. They
may survive and even thrive to have more

irational expectations and lead

nrarkets can encouage savers

to

provide

readily the funding that encourages
entrepreneurial investors to spend sums on
new investment projects that far exceed their
current incomes. Under other circumstances

where the bear position is overriding, an
excessive desire to maintain one's liouiditv

more

lemmingJeaps into liquidity in the future.

can develop that may impede the production
of new inveshnent capital even when real

6. Keynes, Iiquid Jinancial matkee and the

resources

J-S

In a nonergodic world, the primary ftrnction
of financial markets is to fumish liquidity by

providing

an ordedy, well

are idle and therefore readily

available to produce new real capital goods.
Too great a demand for liquidity can prevent
'saved' (i.e., unutilized) real resources frorn

findings

being employed

organized

environment where financial assets can be
readily resold for cash while the essential
properties of the underlying real capital assets

in the

production of

investrnent goods.
Unlike Old and New Keynesians, Kelmes

explicitly recognized that the introduction of
sand in the wheels of liquidity-providing
financial markets via a transactions tax is a
double-edged sword. Keynes (1936, p. 160)
noted that a financial transactions tax 'brings
us up against a dilemma, and shows us how
the liquidity of investrnent markets often
facilitates, though it sometimes impedes, the
course of new investment',
Keynes explirined the circumstances that

prevent them fiom producing the attribute of
liquidityr'. In so doing, financial markets

promote the separation of ownership and
management (Keynes, 1936, pp. 150-1)
(Davidson, 1972, pp.61-9) (Bemstein, 1998).
In the absence of a liquid financial market
'[t]here is no object in frequently attempting
to revalue an invesfnent to which we are
committed' (I(eynes, 1936, p. 151). If capital
markets were completely illiquid then there
would be no separation of ownership and
control. Once some volume ofreal investment
was committed, the owners would have an
incentive to use the existing facilities in the
best possible way no matter what unforeseen
circumstances might arise over the life of
plant and equipment. Perhaps then capital
markets might behave more like the efficient
markets of mainstream theory.
Since Kelmes's analysis ofthe operations of

create price stability in financial markets when

he noted tllat 'it is interesting that [asset
price] stability ... and its sensiliveness...
should be so dependent on the existence of a
variety of opinion about what is uncertain.
Best of all that we should know the future.
But if not, then, if we are to conhol the
activity of the economic system ... it is
imporiant that opinions differ' (Keynes, 1936,
p. 172). In other words, the 'best of all'
possible wodds for financial market stability

an entrepreneurial money-using maxket system

would be an ergodic system wherc the future
can be known with statistical reliability. Then

an uncertain (nonergodic)
envifoffnent, in his General Iheory the
presumes

the future can be reduced

primary function of financial markets is to
provide liquidity. Under circumstances where
bullish sentiment dominates. liouid financial

to

actuarial

certainty, i.e., 'we should know the future'
and market effrciency would be assured as
long as agents operated in their 'knonn' self-

-7-
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modelling, Hicks (1979, p.l13n) associates
uncertainty and Keynes's liquidity analysis
with a violation of the ordering axiom, in a
private letter to me, he indicates that he

lnterest.

If the system is nonergodic, however, then
actuarial certainty and the possibility of
rational Fobabilistic risk spreading - which SS claim is an essential aspeet of efficient
markets - is impossible. Accordingly, the
second best solution, and the only one
available for nonergodic systems, is to
encourage a substantial number of market
participants to hold continuously differing

should have labelled his
as nonergodic'2r.)

'owl point of view

7. Ergoditily, efJicient mark*, and the J-S
findings
For those who proclairn the efficiency of

frnancial markets, logical consistency requires
them to claim that the 'observed' secular

expectations about the fuhrre so that any small

upward change in the market price brings
about a significant bear reaction, while any
slight downtum induces a bullish reaction.
The result will be to maintain spot financial
market (resale) price trend stability over time
and therefore the market will maintain a high
degree of liquidity. In a nonergodic
environment, the expectatiors of either the
bulls or the bears can not be described as
either rational (in the Lucas serrse) or ex ante
correct. Accordingly, market stability requires
a continuous (and dense) spectrum of bull ald
bear expectations - the more participan* in
this spectrum, the less, ceteris paibus,
volatility.
Old and New Keynesians conflate the
concept of volume with that of volatility when
they argue that a transaction tax will reduce
the number of market participants (especially
&e short{erm haders), and therefore assures
less volatility. It is this confusion that mak€s
these Keynesian claims inconsistent with the
empirical findings that transaction ta,xes and
volatility are positively related. The J-S
empirical findings, however, fie consistent
with Keynes's Gen eral Iheory analysis where
the larger the number of market participants
with dffiring opinions, at any point of time,
ceteris paribus, the more stable the market
price of traded liquid assets. The more stable
the price in financial markets the greater the
degree of liquidity ofthe assefo. (Although in
his published papers using nonstochastic

tend of financial market prices (typically
measured by a moving average) are
determined by immutable (ergodic) real sector

firndamenialsz2. Presumably these fundamentals are 'dynamic' in the sense of Sargent

26-7) Ihal the probability 'of how
likely it is' to have a future regime change,
i.e., a change in the fundamentals, must be
already encapsulated in the information
existing at the initial instant for rational
expectations to be formed. If one does not
presume that every possible future regime
change is already nested in existing
(1993, p.

pmbabilistic information about every
contingency in every state of the wo d, then
financial markets can not be claimed to be
efficient as today's real capital allocations can
result in future possible egregious costly

erors".
By claiming that financial markets are not
only efficient but are super-efficient, Tobin
and New Keynesians are accepting the ergodic

zxiom

in spades. Consequently,

the

measured daily variance around the statistical
time series (moving) average that is
d€iermined by fundamentals, can only be

attributed to 'white noise'. But in an ergodic
stochastic system, anything that increases the
number of participants, increases the size of
the sample at each point of time and therefore
mast decrease the measured 'white noise'
variance around the dailv mean.
-8-
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The only exception to this rule would be

if

size of the sample (volume) at any point of
tlme.
If fundamentals do determine the future
secular trend in the financial markets' asset

the additional sample observations were being
drawn from a different statistical universe. as

instance if a significant proportion of
additional participants behave in a different
mamer than those observed in the original

fof

spot

prices, then it logically follows

speculators who have 'the object

that

of securing

sample. Thus, if increased volume is
associated with a plethora of similar thinking
'irrational' participants suddenly entering the
market previously dominated by 'rational'
beings, then the market might exhibit what
cental banker Alan Greenspan labelled

profit from knowing better than the market
what the future will bring forth' (Keynes,
1936, p.170) are irrational fools who in the
long run must lose their shirts. Every
(rational?) decision maker 'knows' that
financial price movements (i.e., volatility

'irrational exuberance'. In this case, provided
the 'rational' traders did not change their
behavior, one might expect a sudden short-run

arormd the fundamental value) are merely a
random walk. There is, therefore, no rational
role for the speculative motive in any model
that presumes'rational' self-interest financial

widening

of

variance despite the larger

behavior! And that is why Stiglitz and
Summers must rely on the continuous
generation of pervasive and persistent
irational fools !o explain secular excessive
volatility.

observed volume per day. In other words, the
measured variance might increase in the shortrun even in an hyprothetical Stiglitz efficient
market while the rational traders enjoyed the

feast. But in the longer-run, the larger the
number of participants in an efficient market,
the smaller the variance, since variance has
the property of being inversely related to the

size

of a

random unbiased sample.

In

7.

Are real capital allocation decisions

effrcient?
Keynes (1936,

p. 158) dehnes enlerprise as
'the activity of forecasting the prospective
yield of assets over their whole life' and the
marginal efficiency of capital as a 'series of
annuities grven by the retums expected from
the capital-ass€t during its life' (Keynes,
1936, p. 135 Italics added). Do these
definitions imply entrepreneurs make
decisions 'as if they are in an ergodic

the

long-run, as irrational haders are made extinct
by an efficient market, the remaining sample
will be unbiased. Only rational traders can
survive.
Reducing fransactions costs is equivalent to
lowering the admission price for participation.

If the system is ergodic then the entry of
more traders, by definition, increases the
breadth of the market. In statistical terms, this
implies that as the size of the sample drawn
each day from a given universe increases, the
variance declines. Tobin, Summers, and
Stiglitz are excellent econometricians and
should have recognized that their acceptance
of the logic of efficient rnarket theory and the

system?

Not really. Although Ke)mes uses terms
such as 'forecasting' and 'the expectdtion of

yield' in his discussion of

entrepreneurial

investrnent deeisions, Keynes (1936, pp. 14950) wams the reader that

of a white noise analogy implies that
raising transactions costs tf]Josl, ceteris
paribus, increase variance by reducing the
use

Our knowledge of the factors which will
govem the yield of an investnent some
years hence is usually very slight and often

-9-
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In

attempt to make any such estimate are often

New Keynesian followen regarding realworld financial markets can not help but

their

break into their logical models - with injury to

negligible....

fact, those who seriously

so much in the minority that

behaviour does not govem the market.... if
human natufe felt no temptation to take a

their logical consistency. Old and New
Classical economists do not suffer from such

no satisfaction (profit apaft) in

constructing a factory, a railway, a mine or
a farm, there might not be much investrnent
merely as the result of cold calculation.

logical problems. Like 'Ricardo [Friedman
and Lucas] offer us the supreme intellectual
achievement, unattainable by weaker
fmainstream Keynesian] spirits, of adopting a

Moreover, an entrepreneurial 'decision to do
something positive can only be taken as a

hypothetical world remote from experience as
though it was the world of experience and
then living in it consistently' (Keynes, 1936,

chance,

result of animal spirits...and not of the
outcome of the weighted average of

p.

192)

When Tobin and others advocate

expectations ernbodied in

a
universal transactions tax to impede disruptive
speculation, they are recognizing that the
exp€ctations that drive spot financial market

entrepreneurialinvestment allocationdecisions
can not be the rational expectations that result
in the efficient allocation of capital decisions

prices are not rational. Rather, real-world
financial market prices involve, as Kelmes
noted, a conventional valuation based on the

Classical and New

psychological conlidence we have of forecasts
that we 'know' can not be statistically
reliable'z5 (Keyres, 1936, p. 148). Valuations
based on forecasting market psychology can,
at times, create speculative whidpools.

quantiativebenefits multipliedby quantitative
probabilities' (Keynes, 1936, p.161). In other

words,

the

described

by New

Keynesian economists. Enterprise, in the real

world we inhabit, is unlikely to mimic the
allocation of capital implied in an ergodic
system.

Neither real-wofld financial markets nor
capital goods markets are, in classical terms,
efficienfa. Keynes clearly and completely
rejected the special and restrictive ergodic
axiom as a basis of explaining behavior by

9, Nonergodicity, speculaive whirlpools and

bandwagons

Although Keynes did not use the ergodicnonergodic terminology, Kelmes utilized this

in

longJived real capital goods
formation as well as saver-participants in
hnancial markets who are making liquid
portfolio allocation choices. In rejecting the
investors

concept when

he

claimed (1973, p.308) that

Tinbergen's (econometric) method'was
invalid fbecause]...the economic environment
is not homogeneous over a period of time
(perhaps because non statistical factors are
relevant)', i.e., economic time senes are nonstationa.ry. Since nonstationarity is a sufficient

need for the restrictive ergodic axiom, Keynes
placed the burden on those who make use of
such a highly special assumption to justiry it,
while those who reject any special restrictive
axiom are not r€quired to prove the general
negative (Keynes, 1937, p. 109).
Despite their willingness to accept the

condition for nonergodicity, Keynes's concept
of financial and economic uncertainty implies

nonergodicity. More recently, Solow has
endorsed Keynes's position. Solow wrote that
'much of what we observe carmot be heated
as the realization of a stationary stochastic
process without straining credulity' (Solow,

efficiency of financial maxkets micropresumptions as an unquestioned universal
truth. the common sense of Tobin and his

-10-
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1985, p. 328). This implies a recogrition that
important economic data, that some call the

fundamentals, are

not

genetated

If,

of time, however, there is
a sudden swing to a bandwagon consensus,
i.e, there is abruptly a lack of broad market
participants witl, difering (not rational)
expectations about the future, then there can
be a rapid swing in market prices. To prevent
this volatility due to private sector bandwagon
actions what is required is a market maker
institution with sufficient resources to assure

by ergodic

systems.

With his emphasis on uncer|ainty as the
major force explaining the speculative demand
for liquidity, Keynes (1936, pp. 148-51, 194209) had to reject the classical ergodic axiom
of efficient market theory to explain market
behavior. Consequently, using effi cientmarket
theory to explain speculation is, to Keynes
and Post Keynesians, equivalent to relying on
the axiom ofparallel lines in a non Euclidean
world to explain why 'in experience, straight
lines apparently parallel often meet' (Keynes,
1936,

p.

market price stability. The market maker must

it will swim against any
developing consensus view regarding a
change in market psychology. This
announce that

announcement by the market maker must be
deemed credible by market participants.

A

16). Rebuking these lines for

bandwagon effect occurs when a
consensus view suddenly congeals regarding
the possibility of a severe change in the fuhrre

crashing into each other is similar to relying

on

persistent irrational behavior of noise
to explain market volatility. Both are

spot maxket price of financial assets. The
bandwagon concept implies that there
suddenly appears a preponderance of
participants only on one side of the market
(whether it be in the bull or bear position). In
the absence of a market maker with sufficient
financial asset resources to stem the
bandwagon tide, 'enterprise becomes the

traders

useless homilies.

Keyres emphasized that asset liquidity
requires market broadness to permit each
individual to sleep easily assured that savings
vehicles are

a

of

good store
general
purchasing power. The empirical results of JS (1997, p. 736) demorstrate that by reducing
hansacfions costs one enhances daily liquidity

bubble

and stability provided certain conditions are
met. These provisos are (1) both the bulls and

on a whirlpool of speculation'
p. 159). It is 'bandwagon'

(Keynes, 1936,

movements in financial markets and not daily
white noise variance that causes problems in
financial markets. The resultant change in the

bears are widely represented among the
additional participants and (2) within each of
these categories there are a continurnn of

of financial market prices
to bandwagors can have 'real
economic consequences devastating for
particular sectofs and whole economies'
@Tw, 199s, p. 164).
Keynes's whidpool of speculation analogy
is not a description of a daily (or hornly?)
volatility around a long-term stable secular
trend as measured by J-S in terms of daily
secular hend

divergent views among individuals as to when
to change from the bull to bear position and
vice versa. To the extent that a reduction in
transacflons costs increases the number of
paxticipants in both the bull and bear
positions, lhen, ceteris paribzs, there is more
likely to be a denser continuum and therefore
less moment by moment or daily variability.
In such circumstances, as Keynes noted,
speculation becomes mere bubbles on the
steady stream

at any point

change due

return standard deviation. Rather disruptive
speculation involves unpredictable sharp and
profound changes in the er post moving

of enterprise.

-1t-
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average secular trend due to anticipating
market psychological swings. Even if there

financial markets must involve building
institutions that assure market participants that
the 'correct' market psychology is a belief in
a persistent, stable (moving average) trend in
market prices over time6.
If, for example, the market participants
believe that there exists a market maker who
can guaraniee an unchanging spot maxket
price (or changing only within very small
boundaries) over time under preamounced
and readily understood rules of the game in
an orderly and well-organized market, then
the existence of this creditable market maker

had been any 'bandwagon' changes in
expectations during the year following May 1,
1975, we should expect that the J-S empirical

results would show less daily variance
(volatility) in the NYSE and AMEX market

portfolios vis-a-vis

the 'contol'

OTC

portfolios. Before May 1, 1975, the NYSE
and AMEX markets were broader and deeper
markets than the OTC market. The post- May

1. 1975 reduction in NYSE and AMEX
transactions costs merely increase the
broadness and depth of the NYSE and AMEX
markets and, therefore reduced thefu daily
variance more than in the OTC market.
10. A

will

pmvide

an

anchor

for

'market

psychology'. For participants to believe in the
market maker's ability to maintain the taxget
spoi (resale) price, however, the market maker
must have a 'sufficient' inventory of money
and that item that is being sold in the relevant

policy implication: buffering

conventional wisdom

market.

In a nonergodic worl4 Keynes insisted (1936,
152), ttre conventional wisdom is that
market participants believe that the existing
market valuation is correct. The market

p.

In orrl current foreign

exchange

market system, for example, this implies that

the

domestic monetary authoriql? has
creditability (and a sufficient inventory of
foreign rcserves or easy access to additional
reserves) and has announced that it will use
its reserves to maintain an orderly rnarket at
the 'proper' exchange rate28.
To prevent disruptive speculation in any
specific market, therefore requires a buffer

'knows'

the existi.ng state of affairs will continue
indefrnilely, except in so far as we have
specific reasons to expect a change.... We
are assuming, in effect , that the existing
market valuation, however arrived at, is
uniquely correct in relation to our existing
knowledge..., though, philosophicatly
speaking, it caffiot be rmiquely conect,
since our existing knowledge does not
provide a sufficient basis for a calculated

If

stock policf' practised by a market maker.
the majodty of market participants believe in
the market rraker's buffer stock ap,proach, the
only speculators that could exist would then
be fools, i.e., a srnall group of offsetting bulls
and bears, who disagree with the vast majority

of market participants but whose actions can
not affect market movements. hovided there
is an effective buffer stock mark€t maker,

mathematical expectation.

In other words, in the world of experience,
conventional wisdom is that as long as it is
expected that the psychology of the market is
not changing there will be an inertia in market
valuations. It then follows that any policy that
involves reducing if not eliminating the
possibility of disruptive speculation in

there should be no disruptive speculation and
enterprise can continue at its cuffent steady
steam towalds an unknown future.
Tobin's common sense led him to recognize
that under the current financial market system

there
-12-
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whirlpools
exchange

of speculation in the foreign
rate maxket that could cause

maker chosen

devastating effects on the real economy. Yet
Tobin's q-ratio analysis implicitly suppods the

view that inveshnent markets efficiently
allocate new capital. The numerator of the qratio r€presents a rational maxkel's estimaie
of the present value of the prospeciive income

of a real capital

asset

while the denominator

the current nominal cost of
producing new real capital goods.
represents

Consequently, logical consistency requires
Tobin to support the q-ratios generated by
freely mobile financial flows as proper. In his
'sands in the wheels' of efficient financial
markets analysis, however, Tobin deserves
kudos for his rccognition of a serious real

world problem of potential whirlpools of

not alleviale its trading partner's liquidity
problem. These circumstances provide the
conditions that make the ftee one-way bet

speculation.

11. Conclusion: ftxed atchange rales and

possible.
If, however, speculators know that the rules
of the game in foreign exchange markets

one-wa)t bets

This paper has dernonstrated that attributing
volatility to the existence of noise traders, and
therefore suggesting that hansactions taxes
will reduce volatility does not witlstand

either logical or empirical

is no longer 'appropriate'.

Under any conventional exchange rate system
(whether it be fixed - even under a gold
standaxd - or a flexible rale system), the
conventional wisdom is that when a persistent
deficit in the balance of paJrments occurs or is
conhactually imminendo, then it is the deficit
nation that must lake all the remedial action
for it will otherwise run out of intemational
liquidity. The nation experiencing a persisient
intemational payments surplus is under no
pressure to alleviate this intemational
payments imbalance even though it has the
liquidity and therefore the wherewithal to do
so. The conventional wisdom 'knows' that the
deficit nafion does not have the liquidity to
withstand a speculative attack - and that the
surplus nation, being under no pressure, will

require the surplus nation to bear a major

responsibility

scrutiny.

for

preventing disruptive

speculation, then whatever fixed exchange rale

Nevertheless, I have sup,ported Tobin's
argument that freely flexible exchange rates
building a buffer
stock foreign exchange rate market maker
instihrtion to fix (or at least constrain) price
movements is socially desirable (See
Davidson, 1994, pp.263-83; 1997, pp. 680-

that is agreed on in advance by the two
nations will be the 'appropriate' one in the
sense that private sector speculators' betting
for a change in the exchange rat€ would
always lose. Spot ftnancial market price fixity
can never produce a free one-way gain option
for private sector speculators f the market
maker has sufficient liquidity to dominate the

)1.

markeCr.

Accordingly, if this audience has stuck with
me thus far. let me deal with the conventional
wisdom that argues that the institution of a
fixed exchange rate by a govemmental market
maker ultimately always becomes a free oneway bet for private speetaiors when the
exchange rat€ to be defended by the market

Finally, it should be pointed out that fixing
financial spot maxket pdces does not
necessarily imply a never-changing price.
Rather fixity means that ihe market makef
will permit the price to change only at a

can have disastrous real consequences.

suggested that a policy

I

have

of

preannounced rate under prearmounced
specific rules of the game that kick-in if

-

I3-
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certain conditions should occur in the future.

statistically reliable estimates

of

future

values can be drawn from past economic

1.

existing economlc

fundamentals.

University of Termessee. I am gratefulto
Peter L Bemstein for some interesting

7. The underlying Walrasian
of

equations

electronic discussions that encouraqed me

ground out a secular trend

to write this paper.

market prices that are Pareto-efflcient.

2. The introduction of

8.

negotiated

commissions on the NYSE and AMEX

a

permanent decline in
commissions - regardless of the metric
used, commissions on institutions fell
between 31% arrd 44Vo ... [and for

'instigated

individuals] between

financial

If asset holders are presumed to be wealth
maximisers, then, as I have demonstrated
(Davidson, 1997) the claimed differential
impact of a transactions tax on short-term

vis-a-vis long-term asset holders

is

mathematically inconect. Also, see Hicks
(1935) and Kahn (1954) who demonstrate
that the effects of transactions costs axe
independent of the holding time of an

2olo and 47o/o' whiTe

volume increased subsantially (J-S, 1997,
p.730).

3.

by

data gen€rated

Endnotes

asset.

Each sample portfolio was based on
outstanding market value of common
equity (size) with sample I being largest
size stocks and sample 5 being smallest

9. Note that the term 'rational' onlv makes
sense in an ergodic wodd.

size.

10.

In

demonstrated that variance increased as a
financial transactions t&a rale increased.

most empirical studies the el post
moving average of whal actually happens
in the markets is presumed to be the best
estimate of the statistical average (over
time) that the fundamentals of an ergodic

5.

While simultaneously, Lucas (1981, p.
563) admits that classical axioms are
'patendy artificial'.

has demonstrated, however, that the
average real rate of retum actually
obtained in the stock market does not

6.

In stochastic models, this ergodic axiom
presumes that objective and time-

4.

Using Swedish data, Umlauf (1993) also

world have predetermined. Shiller

)

equal the real rate of retum that would be
expected from 'firndamentals'. The fact
that econometric analysis of time series
market data always reveals a reversion to
the mean is merely, as Basil Moore often
says, an arithmetic necessity of calculation
of time series moving averages.

immutable probability distributions exist.

Consequently, (a) historic data can be

used to calculate sanple statistics
regarding the rel€vant historical

probability distribution, and then (b) these
calculations provide statistically reliable
estimat€s

( 1 98 I

Shakespeare,

fiom probability distributions that will
govern fufire observations. In other

A

be'.

(W
Midsummer Night's

11. Puck: 'What fools these mortals

of the averages to be drawn

Dream).

words, the ergodic axiom presumes that

12. Moreover, there

-14-
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public policy to rescue specific individual
agents from the error of their ways.

@ord Dictionary of Quotations
(i959) 2e, Oxford: Oxford U P, p. 35.

13. See The

14.

'This kind of irrationality is pervasive.
Three-fourths of my students believe they
are in the top half of the class.' (Stiglitz,
1989

15.

p. 106).

Especially durable goods where the
expecied steam of utility will be yielded
at many dates far into the future.

1

8. Stiglitz recognizes that market participants

may want liquidity, i.e., may want to
exchange money for securities or vice
versa, and that such financial market

exchanges (free of tax) are Pareto
effrcient (Stiglitz, 1989, p. 104). With
aslrnmetric information, however, those
possessing less information about the

future are (by defrnition) hading 'based
on incorrect expeclalrons'. Consequently,
Stiglitz suggests, it is not obvious that a
transactions tax that will make hading on
incorrect expectations more expensive

lowers social welfare.
16. Finally,

it

should be noted that Stiglitz

initially argued that it is the rush to be the
first to obtain reliable informatson in a
world of aqnnmetric information that
waste$ society resources. Nevertheless, in
laying the blame for volatility on 'noise
traders' who do not try to fnd reliable
information about fundamentals (Stiglitz,
1989, p. 105), Stiglitz's argument that a
transactions tax will reduce the waste of
resources seeking to beat the crowd by
obtaining reliable information flrst is
irrelevant. A transaction tax, according to
StigliE, will not affect rational traders
seeking reliable information. Rational
information seekers in a world of
asymmetric information will still have an
incentive to beat the rest of the crowd of
rational traders in a feeding frenzy on
noise haders as long as the tax is less
than the hypothesized social retum.
17.

ln

associating financial markets with
gambling casinos, Stiglitz has failed to

realize that casino gambling activities
always involve an ergodic system where
there are fixed and known time-immutable
probability distributions, while
the

in

financial market

no such immutable

Drobabilitv distribution need exist.

p. 241n.) argues that the
'attribute of liquidity' is by no means
independent of the presence of two

19. Keynes (1936,

essential properties, namely that the asset
is not reproducible via the employment of
labour and it is not substitutable for the

producible output of industry.
20. Only in the nonergodic world that is our

enhepreneurial economic system, is it
sensible to organize complex and lengthy
production and exchange processes via the
use of nominal contracts (Davidson,

1994). In such a world, the pnmary
function of organized financial markets is

to provide liquidity by permitting

of

the

in an orderly market.
Only secondarily do modem superresale

assets

efficient financial markets affect the
allocation of new capital amongst
industries and to the extent it apportions

capital, this distribution is not
by some long-run

predeterrnined

immutable real economic fundamentals.

my paper on rational
expectations (Davidson, 1982-83), in a
private letter to me (12 February 1983),
Hicks wrote 'I have just been reading

21. l.Jia;r reading

P Davidson

your RE paper... I do like it very much.
I have never been through that RE
lit€rature... but I had just enough of it to
be put off by the smell of it. You have
now rationalized my suspicions, and have
shown me that I missed a chance of
labelling my own point of view as
nonergodic. One needs a name like that
to ram a point home.'(Emphasis in
original).

and pre-existing goods provides every
good in every time period with liquidity
as anyone can be either a buyer or a seller
in any of these myriad ma.rkets. In an
ergodic world, therefore, it is not possible
to experience ant drastic reevaluations of
the price of assets that re predetermined
by real firndamentals.
24.

22. Or as Sargent suggests 'The people inside
the model have much more knowledge

recosmze.

about the system they are operating in
than is available to the economist or
economebician who is using the model to

25.

Shackle (1972)

has

pursued

the

nonergodic basis for asset market
valuations to the extreme. Shackle
maintained that conventional theory is
schizophrenic in that it assumes that there
is a stable rate of interest (at least in the
long run as a fundamental) while
recognizing that aa active spot market for
bonds requires bull and bear participant
interactions where all the padicipants
think the interest rates will change. In

try to

understand their behaviour. In
particular, an econometrician faces the
problem of estimating probabtlity
distributions and laws of motion that the
agents in the model are assumed to know.
Further. the formal estimation and
inference procedures of rational
expectations econometrician assumes that

the agents in the model already know
many of the objects the econometician is

essence, Shackle is asking how can there

be so much volume in the

securities
market each day if all participants know
that the existing market price reflects the
best available valuation of some long-run
immutable fundamental.

estimating.' (Sargent, 1994, p. 21).

23.ln the neoclassical Walrasian
microfoundations that Silnuelson
synthesized with Keynes'
macroeconomics, all producible goods are

26. In fact, all markets in liquid assets requite
the institution of one or more credible

readily resalable at the equilib:ium price

vector that encompasses all spot and
forward prices determined at the initial
instant for all future times. In such an
equational system, there is no separation
of the market value of underlying real
asset and market value of conesponding
financial assets - for money and hence

nominal fmancial asset prices

As anyone who observes empty shops,
offices, buildings, excess capacity in the
auto industry, etc. should readily

who

follow some
'market-makers'
preannounced rules of the game to assur€
in the ma*et. The more
orderly the market-maker keeps the
market, the less moment-to-moment
volatility. It is only when market-makers
fail in their responsibility to maintain
orderly markets that volatility becomes
orderliness

are

presumed neutral. Liquidity therefore is
not a primary function of only financial
markets. The z-l-m-l markets for all new

dismptive and speculation can have real
disruotive effects.
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27. ln the global economy of the twenty-fnst
century, however, no national monetary

different nations can imply deficits that
draw dolr.n intemational reserves to 'low'
levels. Given the existing conventional

is likely to always have
sufficient credibility under all
authority

exchange

circumstances. Accordingly, we will
require a cooperative intemational
pa)tments system, an Intemational
Monetary Clearing Unit system, that has
specific nrles for a buffer stock policy
that assure exchange rate stability (see

foreign reserves are the

. That is why curuency boards with reserves
equal to the domestic money supply can
fix the exchange rate (often at the expense
of the domestic credit market).

wrong

For example, think about the Federal
Reserve fixing the interest rate for more
than a decade - until the Accord of 1951 when the market-maker Federal Reserve
attempted !o induce the Congress and the
President to 'tighten their belts' and stop
borrowing in order to fight the Korean

29. Use of buffer stocks as a public policy
solution to stabilize prices over fime is as
old as the biblical story of Joseph and the

War.
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